
DRAWING IS NOT TO SCALE. 
Do not scale dimensions on this drawing. USE FOR DOOR PREPARATION ONLY.
Verify that this is the latest version of this document. It is recommended to use samples to 
verify preparation before door / frame manufacturing. 

GENERAL NOTES:
1. Door must be properly reinforced in the area of the exit device chassis mounting, and the surface must be flush and flat 

within 1/16" (1.5 mm).
2.  Make only the required holes or cutouts as per table below. Mounting holes “A” and “E” to be drilled at installation.
3.  Ensure that the horizontal and vertical centerlines for the door exterior (Trim side) match the horizontal and vertical 

centerlines of the door interior (Exit Device side.)
4. On bevelled doors, the backset from the door edge is measured from the door stile wide edge (as indicated.) 
5. Ensure frames are prepared accordingly to match the exit device installation on the door (as required.)
6. For exit device installations with Trim:

a) Prepare the inside of door using the exit device door preparation and installation instructions.
b) Prepare the exterior of door using the trim door preparation and installation instructions.

7. For exit device installations with No Trim:
 Prepare interior side of door using ONLY the exit device installation instructions and door preparation for surface or 

through-bolt mounting.
8. For exit device installations with Cylinder Only (no trim) : Refer to cylinder-only door preparation document. 
9. For 3-point exit device (DX1PW) Refer also to the latches door, frame and floor preparation instructions.
10. Threaded holes require a minimum metal material thickness of 0.125" (3 mm) 

Finished Floor or Threshold

Reference
With 1/8" gap between 
door and frame and with 
5/8" door stop height

0.50" 
(12.7 mm)

2.44" 
(62 mm)

Frame Stop
Surface

Strike Shim(s)

0.25"
(6.4 mm) Frame Stop Strike 

Mounting Surface

Plastic Template Outline
(Used for field installations)

Exit Device Vertical 
Reference Centerline

Exit Device Horizontal 
Reference Centerline

Strike Projection (height)
13/16" (20.5 mm) with no shims
Qty 2 shims of 0.040” (1 mm) 
thick are supplied to be used 
if required

DXAS106 Strike Body
(Mounted on frame)

Door Stop

RHR
DOOR

SHOWN

DOOR
FRAME

Ref Plastic Template

4-HOLES

2-HOLES

39.62" 
(1006 mm)

2.96" 
(75 mm)

7.00" 
(178 mm)

A

B

C

D

X
30-13/16" for 3 ft exit device
42-13/16" for 4 ft exit device

X

DOOR PREPARATION
For DX1PR (RIM) or DX1PW (3PT) Panic Exit Device

DXAS106

RHR shown
(LHR opposite)

DX1PR-PW-DP    2020-05

E

1.13" 
(28.5 mm)

1.97" 
(50 mm)

3.06" 
(78 mm)

BACKSET

* Please refer to exterior trim installation instructions and door preparation for exterior (trim side) preparation. 

HOLE /
CUTOUT APPLICATION MOUNTING HOLES OR CUTOUT SIZE

METAL DOOR WOOD  DOOR

A

B

C

D

E

Drill and Tap for #10-24 
Machine Screws

DEVICE SIDE: Drill 1/4" (6 mm)
TRIM SIDE: Drill 13/32" (10.3 mm)

Drill and Tap for #10-24 
Machine Screws

DEVICE SIDE: Drill 7/8" (22 mm) 
(Depth to meet cylinder hole on trim side)*

DEVICE SIDE: Drill 5/8" (16 mm) 
(Depth to meet cylinder hole on trim side)*

Exit only, without trim. (Surface mount)
For cylinder-only (no trim) installation, refer to cylinder-only door preparation. 

Support bracket mounting screws. All configurations.

Exit device with trim or exit device without trim and using through-bolts.

Exit device, with double cylinder head chassis and exterior trim. * 

Exit device, with exterior trim: 
DX1 TER09 / TTR03 / TTR05 *

Exit device, with exterior trim with functioning knob, lever or thumb piece : 
DX1 TER08 / TER14 / TTR05 / TTR15 / TPR08 / TPR09 / TPR14 *

DEVICE SIDE: Drill 7/8" (22 mm) 
(Depth to meet cylinder hole on trim side)*

Drill 1/8" (3 mm) Pilot Hole 
1" (25.4 mm) Deep

Drill 13/32" (10.3 mm)
Through Door

Drill 1/8" (3 mm) Pilot Hole 
1" (25.4 mm) Deep

1.38"
(35 mm)

STRIKE

BACKSET


